REQUESTING A NYC SNAP BUDGET

HRA’s SNAP budget will allow you to compare how HRA calculated a household’s SNAP benefit amount with your own calculations by using BPLC’s SNAP Budget Worksheet.

To request a SNAP budget in NYC, SNAP recipients:

**BY PHONE**

May call the HRA Self-Service Line at 1-718-722-8009 to request their SNAP budget. The caller will need to have the recipient's case number and zip code.

**AT THE SNAP HOME CENTER**

Visit the local SNAP Home Center, if receiving SNAP benefits only, or the Job Center, if receiving Cash Assistance and SNAP concurrently.

**WITH ACCESS HRA**

Create/log into NYC’s ACCESS HRA [https://www.nyc.gov/accesshra](https://www.nyc.gov/accesshra) and request the household’s SNAP budget.